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Used in the construction of one of the Seven Wonders of the World theTaj Mahal marble is 
known for its elegance and beauty. Essentially limestone containing dolomite and calcite, marble 
can add richness to any room. Formed due to natural crystallization over long periods, marble 
has been preferred by artists for creating beautiful palaces, mansions, castles and statues. Though 
marble worktops are still considered to be an expensive addition to any home, in recent times 
they have become quite affordable and are being used by average individuals to add a touch of 
class  in  their  homes.

There are two options available to people selecting marble worktops for their homes. The first 
variety of marble worktops are crafted out of large blocks of natural marble that has to be placed 
on a high strength cabinet formation. These marble worktops, made of a single stone, are very 
expensive but with little bit of care could last many lifetimes.  The second variety of marble 
worktops  are  usually  made  by  assembling  many  marble  tiles  on  a  concrete  base.  As  the 
construction of such worktops requires less marble, they are cheaper but are more susceptible to 
damage  if  heavy  or  extremely  hot  articles  are  place  on  the  marble  tiles.

So if you want to add a rich feel to your home then select marble worktops as they offer the 
following benefits.
Besides mesmerising beauty, these marble worktops can add sophistication, class and elegance to 
any room, especially kitchens.
Contrary to popular belief, it is now possible to get different coloured marble, besides the usual 
classic white that could blend with your overall room decor. So now you have the option of 
selecting dark shades such as purple, blue and black besides the more preferred lighter shades 
like gold, grey and pinks.
You have the option to select marble of different textures and finishes from various countries 
across the world such as Britain,  France and China,  Spain and the most  popular Italian and 
Indian marbles.
As marble is a natural stone, it is more resistant to temperature variations and is used to create 
strong marble worktops that are also long lasting.
Marble  worktops  have  extremely  soft  and  smooth  finishes,  and  their  brightness  can  be 
maintained by regular polishing.

As more and more people are now being tempted into owning marble worktops for their homes, 
there  is  a  growing trend of  decorating homes using cultured marble,  which is  not  only less 
expensive but is also more resistant to liquid spills and chemicals when compared to natural 
marble. Cultured marble worktops are constructed by crushing natural marble chips and mixing 
them with polyester, calcium carbonate, resins and other materials. These manufactured cultured 
marble worktops are scratch resistant and moisture resistant, and are also easy to repair in case of 
any cracks or breakages. Cultured marble worktops let one enjoy the beauty of marble without 
actually causing a dent in the bank account. So if you plan to wow your home visitors then 
consider adding marble worktops in your home decor.
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